Dodge 47re transmission

User Name Remember Me? Join Date: Sep Location: SE Washington. Posts: How to tell if you
have 47RH or 47RE tranny? Can anyone tell me how you can tell the difference between the
47RH and 47RE trannies? Any help is appreciated. Sponsored links. Join Date: Jul Don't know
how to tell the difference, but I do know the '96 has the RE. Join Date: Dec Location: Cols. I
found one post that said the RH has 4 wires coming off the front drivers side and the RE has I
looked under mine and on the front drives side I have 3 and on the front toward the top I have a
connection with 9. Don't know what to think. In the same post it said the RH was put in the first
half on 96 and the RE the last half. Mine was made in April, so I'm assuming it has the RH. But
you know what happens when you assume something. Bob, Open your hood and look up. There
should be a data plate on the underside of your hood towards the front. On it you will see a
series of 3 letter codes. Joe G. Location: Eureka, CA. Posts: 1, Bob, Your truck has the RE. The
'95 was the last year to have the RH. Find all posts by Joe G. According to the info that
Trukinbear gave me it is the RE. Thanks for all the info. Thread Tools. Emergency Only! Pay it
Forward! Parts for Free! All times are GMT The time now is PM. Contact Us - DieselRam. All
material found on this site is property of DieselRam. Ad Management plugin by RedTyger. User
Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums Read. Find all posts by unioncreek. Trukinbear Member.
Find all posts by Trukinbear. RamminBubba Senior Member. Join Date: Dec Location: Cols.
Ohio Posts: I do believe that have the RH. But I may be wrong. Send a private message to
RamminBubba. Find all posts by RamminBubba. Senior Member. Send a private message to Joe
G. Posting Rules. Have peace of mind knowing that you are getting the best price guaranteed by
shopping with XDP. Fitment verification applies to year, make and engine only. Individual
details such as model, trim packages, build dates, and other factory options can change fitment
and must be verified by customer. Help Desk. Contact Us. Shop All. My Account Access My
Garage. View All. USD Truck Freight Item. Part :. FROM Ships directly from the manufacturer.
VIN Number:. Build Date:. Accept a pre-paid shipping label for your core return. Add To My
Build List. The 47RE transmission is the weakest point on a Dodge Cummins truck. Not only do
they fail on trucks with minor upgrades, but even trucks in stock form have been known to be
too powerful. A heavy duty truck needs parts which can stand up to heavy trailers, stop-and-go
commutes to work, or high-horsepower applications. That's why ATS modifies the transmission
to make it the strongest and most reliable part of your drivetrain. With the many shortcomings
of the 47RE, none are more important than the clutch packs. This is what takes the power load
and transmits it to the rear wheels. We increase the clutch count in the Overdrive, and Overdrive
Brake clutch packs which allow much higher torque capacity in each gear. Clutch material is
also essential which is why we use Borg Warner and Raybestos clutches which has both high
torque strength as well as longevity and reliability. Another important aspect is the hard parts
on the transmission. The factory sheet metal strut anchor is replaced with a much stronger
billet strut anchor, allowing more precision application of the band. Along with the factory
plastic accumulator piston is replaced with a billet unit as well. The apply lever is a This band
features a performance friction material capable of holding higher power levels. The valve body
receives extensive modifications as well. Build Date Guide:. Warranty Information:. This
Warranty shall not apply to any automatic transmission that has been improperly stored or
installed This Warranty shall not apply to misapplication, improper operating conditions,
accidents, or neglect. Most importantly, all transmission shafts are not covered by this Warranty
on any transmission due to the capability of certain situations to cause stress-loads beyond the
structural ability of the shaft. It is mandatory for implementation of this warranty that line
pressures are tested at time of install. ATS will not pay for any fluids replaced in the event of a
transmission failure. Kyle olson Idaho April 13th, Put this trans in my cummins only lasted 6
months till Imput shaft sheared and took out the tc with it and ate up the internals of the trans,
do not buy if you make over hp. Overall Rating. Email Address will not be made public. Send me
an email if my review is approved. Customer Photos See what others built Submit your photo.
Does your 47RE built transmission come with a torque converter? View Staff Answer. Whats the
power rating? How much horse power can this transmission hold? Answer Standard ATS Built
Transmissions are designed for trucks that are used for light towing, daily driving and stock or
slightly modified power levels. ATS transmissions, for example, all basically start with the same
modifications. The difference between a HP transmission and a 1, HP transmission could often
be no more than converting over to a stronger billet internals A billet Input shaft, Output shaft,
Intermediate shaft, Flexplate, along with upgraded electronics allow there transmissions to
withstand greater torsional loads and absorb the load transfers of power through the
transmission, thus increasing reliability. ATS offers a number of different level packages on
their transmissions. Contact one of our Diesel Experts at for more information! Ask a question
about this product Please allow up to 1 business day for reply. ATS Transmission Pan. View
Details. PART :. Part : ATS We are pleased to say that the 47re transmission is for sale now at

our lowest price ever. The transmission is packed full of upgrades to increase longevity and
performance. Whether you're trying to replace or upgrade your 47RE this unit is sure to please.
From the mid 90's to the early 's the 47RE has been the proven workhorse behind the 5. One of
the 47RE's revolutionary features is its in cab torque converter lockup switch which has made
this transmission a favorite of off roaders and anyone using their Ram for towing or pulling. The
earlier versions had some design flaws that the Chrysler Corporation worked feverishly to
rectify. Some of these issues were pertaining to overdrive pressure and solenoids shifting. We
have not only made the 47RE a better transmission but in the process we have learned how to
keep the price to an all time low by streamlining the efficiency of our build process. The average
torque handling of the 47RE comes in at a modest lb ft. Our 47RE transmission goes above and
beyond not only in torque but also in durability and performance. Due to the strength of our
47RE transmission we have recently had some issues with it causing our standard torque
converter to flex on rare occasions. We are now requiring that an upgraded 47RE torque
converter is sold along with the transmission. This heavy duty torque converter has been
backed out of billet steel and is designed to handle the extreme pressures put out by this
transmission. Please ask a sales associate about the cost of this required upgrade Tax
excluded Delivery: 1 to 3 weeks. Vehicle Year Vehicle Year. Product Details. Condition New
product. So, you are about to spend your hard earned dollar on a transmission for your vehicle
and you've taken to the internet to educate yourself about your future purchase. Best Quality.
Best Warranty. The information below is not intended to sway your decision toward one option
or another. It is simply a summary of our experience within the industry. Ultimately only YOU
know which option will fit you best. A Used 47RE Transmission. This can quickly balloon into a
lot of wasted time and money. For example, whether your rebuilt 47RE transmission will have all
of the OE manufacturer updates and upgrades to increase its strength and longevity will vary
from shop to shop. Items that are marginally still good go back into a rebuilt transmission the
way they came out. A Re-manufactured 47RE Transmission. Not all Re-Manufactured
Transmissions are created equal. Component selection, manufacturing and testing methods
can vary from company to company. Industry Leading. Nationwide Warranty. A completely
remanufactured pump provides consistent internal pressures, eliminating slippage and delayed
engagement. Overdrive OD direct clutch updated to 8-plate clutch with new thrust plate for
increased durability. Overdrive OD clutch updated to 4-plate clutch for increased durability.
Overdrive OD planetary assembly upgraded to a 5-pinion unit for increased durability. A fully
remanufactured torque converter is tested for leaks, lockup, concentricity, and balance.
Upgrades exceed OE requirements and eliminate the possibility of front seal leaks, premature
bushing wear, and vibration. Diesel and heavy-duty gasoline applications include new lock-up
lining. New external fluid cooler provided to improve cooling and prevent fluid contamination.
All-new custom-spec bushings improve internal fluid flow control and pressures.
Custom-machined output shaft to fit both late- and early-style driveshaft yokes. Bushings and
machined surfaces polished to a mirror-like OE finish of 16 RA or less. You are covered
anywhere and everywhere in the continental United States. A replacement transmission is sent
to you as soon as your warranty claim is submitted. How long will it take? Can the transmission
be sent to my home? Yes, it can. What if its Sold out or I'm in the middle of nowhere? How do I
return the core? We do not charge a core deposit. However, we do need your old core back.
Return shipping is pre-paid. We Accept all major Credit and Debit Cards. You may also pay with
a check by phone. Let's Review. What will I need to order? Vehicle VIN and current mileage. Can
I install it myself? Yes, Self-installation does not void your warranty. Does my old transmission
core need to be out when the new transmission is delivered? No, you have 14 days from the
date of delivery to schedule your core return. Need more time? No problem, just let us know.
How is the transmission shipped? How is the transmission packaged? How do residential
deliveries work? For residential deliveries, the carrier must transfer your transmission onto a
smaller truck for delivery. The carrier will then call you directly to schedule an appointment for
delivery. What else will I need for install? For example, the neutral safety switch, speed sensor,
tailhousing etc. Does the transmission come with fluid? What ATF fluid will I need? Your
transmission will arrive with approximately quarts of full synthetic ATF in it from testing. The
torque converter is already primed with fluid and does not need to be removed. You will have to
top the transmission off with fluid before operating. So, what's the total cost? The price you see
truly is the price you pay, no smoke and mirrors here folks! This transmission will fit:. Years: - - - Makes: Dodge. Dodge Ram Dodge Van Engines: 5. Fuel: Gas or Diesel. Drive: 2WD or 4WD.
Billet Torque Converter. Core Return. Peace of Mind. Regular Price Savings Event Google
Rating. You don't have to take our word for it, Best Buy Transmission customer reviews can be
found from many different reputable sources online. We understand you may be hesitant to
order a transmission online or by phone, which is why we urge our customers to read o
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ur reviews. PS: The price you see really is the price you pay. From the quality and value of our
product to your experience as our customer, providing the best has made BestBuy
Transmission the preferred choice among the public and professionals alike. However, we are a
nationwide operation, serving customers through locations across the U. Yep, It's Really That
Easy. Know Your Options. The Best Value. The Best Quality. The Best Warranty. Not Used. Not
Rebuilt. Let's Take A Look Inside. The Result? Nationwide Coverage. Instant Replacement. If I
install the transmission myself, will it still be covered under warranty? Labor is not. How does
the warranty work? Free Shipping. Get what you need, when you need it. Put To The Test. HOT
-Tested. COLD -Tested. LOAD -Tested. Money Back Gaurantee. If you are not completely
satisfied with your transmission when it arrives, send it back for a full refund. No Core Deposit.
No Guesswork. How Do I Order? Show More. Suite Boca Raton, FL. Here To Help.

